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32 Keep Your Members Informed by Joe Doan
How a country club spends its money is naturally of vital concern to its members. Here are some pointers on balance sheets.

34 Fertilizer—How Much? by Dr. Marvin Ferguson
The author, GOLFDOM's agronomy consultant, discusses the factors affecting plant growth and gives guidelines in turfgrass feeding.

41 Put Color in the Shop & Black in Your Ledger by Ernest Fair
This will show you how to use color creatively in your shop to attract customers and stimulate spending.

42 Ex-PGA Champ Goes Public by Robert J. Allen
Jerry Barber tells why he is happier and does a better business since switching from plush Wilshire CC to Griffith Park muny.

46 Trees do More than Just Stand There by Russ Osgood
Aside from reducing wind, blocking off unsightly views and beautifying the course, trees can sell memberships.

50 Get 'em to Stop, Look and Buy! by Tony Comorat
One key to successful merchandising is setting up attention-getting displays that hold interest and get that wallet out.

54 Manage or be Managed by John R. Simmons
You can't do today's job with yesterday's skills. Club Management Institute offers classes on all aspects of running a club.
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